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The Embassy wishes you a happy year!

MONS 2015 : EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE

In 2015, the Belgian city of Mons will be the European capital of

culture. Some two million visitors are expected, 100 000 of whom will

attend the opening ceremony on January 24th.  More than a hundred

events are planned, involving thousands of Belgian and international

artists: concerts, musical performances of all sorts, theater, dance,

exhibitions, including  the international Van Gogh exhibition. Situated
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70 kilometers south west of Brussels, the medieval city of Mons is the

capital of the province of Hainaut and an important administrative and

university center. It is  home to 100,000 inhabitants. Three of its

cultural defining elements are listed as UNESCO heritage: its baroque

belfry,  the Neolithic mines at Spiennes and the Doudou festival, which

brings the city to life each Trinity Sunday to celebrate St George’s

victory over the dragon. 

YOUNG JEWISH AND  ARAB MUSICIANS GIVE A PEACE CONCERT IN

NAZARETH, BELGIUM

 

At the initiative of the Rotary Club of the city of Deinze in Belgium (which is

twinned with the Rotary Club of Tel Aviv), a group of young Israeli musicians –

Jews and Arabs – from the “Polyphony Ensemble”, gave two very successful

peace concerts, in the Nativity church of Nazareth, Belgium, on December 23rd

and in the Saint Bavon Cathedral in Ghent on the following day. They played

works by Corelli, Bach and Mozart, under the direction of conductor Nabeel

Abboud Ashkar, the founder of “Polyphony”. The concert in Nazareth was

attended by more than 300 people, among them the Bishop of Ghent, the

mayor of Nazareth Belgium, and other dignitaries. The youngsters, who stayed

four days in Belgium, were hosted by local residents and had the time to tour

and visit the cities of Ghent and Bruges. Both hosts and guests were

extremely moved by this event, which sends an important message of unity,

togetherness and peace. The purpose of the “Polyphony” Foundation is to

bridge the divide between Arab and Jewish Israeli youth by bringing them to



play classical music together. The program, which is supported by the Ministry

of Education, reaches more than 4,000 Arab and Jewish youth.

http://polyphonyfoundation.org

 

 

Science

Belgian professor Jean-Pierre

Kruth has won the 2015 Bower

Award and Prize for

Achievement in Science, one of

the most prestigious science

awards in the United

States. Professor Kruth leads a

team in the University of Leuven’s

mechanical engineering department,

within the production engineering,

machine design and automation

section. He has been pioneering

research on 3D printing since it

emerged in the 1990's. "His work

has inspired further

research, enabled the creation of

many patent and built the

foundation for others's businesses"

Cultural
Heritage

Economy

Belgium- a leader in innovation

 

Belgium has one of the world’s

most innovative economies,

according to the German Centre

for European Economic Research

(ZEW), reports De Tijd. The

researchers evaluated 35

developed countries and gave

them a score based on the extent

to which their economy supports

the areas that are of key

importance for a

nation’s innovation capability:

economy, science, education,

government institutions, and civil

society.

Belgium’s fourth place in the

Innovation Indicator (after

Switzerland, Singapore and

Finland) puts it ahead of

neighboring countries, Germany

(6th), the Netherlands (8), and

France (17).

According to the researchers,

Belgium is a leader in innovation

and research and development

thanks to a strong sector of

independent small businesses, as

well as a competitive high-tech

industry.

 

Women in
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Belgium's carillon culture

recognized by UNESCO

The United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization

(Unesco) has added Belgium’s

carillon culture to its register of

intangible cultural heritage.

Carillons are musical instruments

made up of bells normally located

in bell towers.  Bell towers began

as alarm beacons in the flat

Flemish landscape and later were

built on to churches and

cathedrals. They have been used

for playing music since at least

1510.

Unesco includes the carillon

culture under the heading of best

safeguard practices, pointing out

that the program to protect the

practice of carillon playing exists in

76 municipalities in the country, as

well as 30 other countries

worldwide. It also aims to ensure

the restoration of historic

instruments.  

 “Carillon music has been giving

our towns and cities a unique

atmosphere for five centuries,”

said Flemish culture minister Sven

Gatz. “I hope we may be able to

enjoy our carillons for much

politics

The Flemish Parliament has a

higher percentage of women

MPs than any other regional or

federal parliament in Europe,

according to a report

commissioned by parliament

speaker Jan Peumans.

The report shows that 44.4% of

members of Flanders’ parliament

are women, which puts the

region’s assembly just ahead of

Sweden on 43.6% and Finland on

42.5%. The Flemish Parliament

currently has 55 women

representatives out of 124. The

number has increased sharply

since the regional parliament’s first

elections in 1995, when 19.3%

percent of those elected were

women.

In Brussels, women make up

41.6% of parliament, while on the

federal level, the figure is  39.3%.

These figures put Belgium well

ahead of most other

democracies, with women making

up only 25% of Luxembourg’s

parliament, 22.3% in the UK and

18.9% in France. 
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longer still.”

 

More Michelin stars

It is a well-known fact that

Belgium has more Michelin stars

per capita than any other country

in the world, including France. The

Michelin guide to fine dining in

Belgium and Luxemburg, released

last November, now lists 137

starred restaurants in Belgium,

five more than last year’s record

total:  the three three-Michelin –

star restaurants have kept their

stars :Peter Goosens’Hof Van

Cleve in Kruishoutem, Geeert

Mangeleer’s Hertog Jan in Bruges

and Geert Van Hecke’s De

Karmeliet, also in Bruges; the

guide lists 17  two-star and 107

one-star restaurants.

Upcoming events

 

The Belgian film "Peace in the

fields" will be screened in the

cinematheques of Tel Aviv

Gastronomy

Best Gouda cheese is Belgian

 

The best Gouda cheese in the

world is not Dutch, according to

judges at the World Cheese

Awards in London, who voted for

Flandrien Kaas, made in Wervik,

West Flanders. The renowned

Beemster cheese from the

Netherlands came in second this

year. Flandrien producer Jan

Desmet explained how his cheese

contains less acid and uses less

salt than other Gouda-style

cheeses, giving what the judges

called “a perfect structure and

flavour”.

 

Culinary school wins gold medal

The Antwerp provincial culinary school

PIVA has won a gold medal at the

Culinary World Cup in Luxembourg,

with more than 1,000 participants from

105 countries. The gold medal went to

pastry chef Jorgen Baert in the

category Artistic Pastry. Kris Van

Rysselberghe, also a pastry chef, won



(Jan.28), Jerusalem (Jan.31)

and Haifa (Jan.26) as part of

"Another Look - the Restored

European Film Project". The film,

directed by Jacques Boigelot,

was first screened in 1970. It tells

the story of a long-standing family

feud in rural Belgium in the

1920s. It was nominated for the

Academy Award for Best Foreign

Film. People interested in free

tickets may write to:

telaviv@diplobel.fed.be 

The Journée de la

Francophonie will take place

on March 13.  We shall keep you

updated on our Facebook Page.

To stay tuned, don't forget to

follow,us on the Facebook page

of the Embassy!

 

bronze for Pastry Art, while chef Luc

Godon also won bronze for Culinary

Art. In addition, the catering team took

home bronze for its dinner for 150 on a

theme of Europe Meets Asia.
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